Ana has searched and brought up a Google Map with walking directions to the post office. But since she’s not that familiar with the area, she’d like more information. She wants details about the walk. Would you click on Details for Ana?
There are now turn by turn directions in the left panel. This is helpful, but Google Maps also allows you to see what things look like on the street, and to click on the images to move around. This feature is called “Street View.”

To use it, Ana clicks on the yellow-colored person icon,
and drags it up to the library, where she’s located.

When she lets go of the icon, she sees an image of the street, outside the library. A small image of the map with walking directions is on the bottom left. From here, Ana can click forward, as if she’s walking to the Post Office.
By doing this, Ana can see what things look like on the street.

She can notice landmarks that will let her know she’s on the right track.
Ana has arrived at the Post Office in Street View. She can see what the outside of the building looks like, to help her recognize it when she walks there. Ana can close Street View by clicking on the white arrow on the top left. Would you click the arrow for Ana?

Excellent. The Google Map centered on the library is back on the screen.
Ana has decided that she wants to get some takeout lunch after she’s gone to the Post Office. We’ll follow along with her in the next lesson.

Click on the green button to end this lesson.